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Abstract. Among the different heuristics available for optimizing workflow execution, the replication ones have been previously used in heterogeneous environments with good results. In this work, we analyze its use
for workflow scheduling on Grid infrastructures. In particular, we study
its applications to an intree workflow, generated by the distribution of
the CD-HIT application. The experiments were conducted on a testbed
made of resources from two different grids and results show a significant
reduction of the workflow execution time.

In a previous paper [1], we considered a Bioinformatics application, CD-HIT
(Cluster Database at High Identity with Tolerance) [2], for its porting to the
Grid using the GridW ay metascheduler [3]. This application performs protein
clustering and it can be applied in many activities such as protein family classification, domain analysis, organization of large protein databases or improving
database search performance. However, the Grid version of CD-HIT didn’t provide good performance results, even if it served to bypass memory constrains
and so process large data sets. This happened because the nature of the Grid
(dynamism, heterogenity and high fault rate).
In this contribution, we apply the replication strategy for improving the
workflow’s efficiency. Supplementary tasks are created for the workflow’s critical
path nodes. When one of these tasks ends, the node is taken as executed and
the rest of replicated tasks are killed. This way, the more replicated tasks are
created, the higher is the possibility for that node to be executed shortly by
reducing the effect of job failures and queue times.
The input protein database is a compound of UniProt entries and sequence
fragments of the Sargasso Sea meta-genome, all of them provided by the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)1 . Its size is 1.7GB and it stores
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4,186,284 proteins. Focusing on job execution, input file size and job number
depend on the number of divisions made to the starting protein database (32,
40 and 48).
For processing the proposed database, two Grid infrastructures were considered: regional and worldwide. Local and regional machines are nearer to the one
where the job submission takes place so they offer less latency. On the other
hand, machines pertaining to the Enabling Grids for E-siencE (EGEE) infrastructure are more in number and offer more throughput. But, even with busier
machines, the EGEE infrastructure guarantees exclusiveness of CPU use. As
coordinated harnessing of these infrastructures was retained necessary for the
processing of such a big database, the use of GridW ay was still considered, due
to its interoperability capabilities [4]. Tasks were launched from Universidad
Complutense de Madrid (UCM), belonging to GRIDIMadrid2 , at different times
on different days of the week during April 2007. Finally, the maximum number
of tasks submitted to a site was limited to 10.
Experimental results show that using the replication technique derived in a
valuable speed-up. However, this is speed-up was limited by different factors.
Firstly and due to scheduling restrictions, the number of simultaneous running
jobs was 20. Then, the algorithm’s shape made the level of parallelism to decrease. Finally, the Grid’s nature itself derived in reschedules due to suspension
timeouts and execution errors.
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